Bugs & Wish list

User trackers :: User Preference Field :: All preferences should be modifiable

Status
- Open

Subject
User trackers :: User Preference Field :: All preferences should be modifiable

Version
4.x

Category
- Feature request
- Dogfood on a *.tiki.org site

Feature
Trackers
User Administration (Registration, Login & Banning)

Lastmod by
Marc Laporte

Rating
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (1)

Description
Please see:
User Preference Field
User Trackers

Missing:
Avatar, Full name, URL, avatar, etc.

Also, each relevant field here should optional tiki-user_preferences.php

Importance
6

Priority
30

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Ticket ID
2403

Created
Tuesday 07 April, 2009 23:01:58 GMT-0000
by Unknown

LastModif
Thursday 23 April, 2009 14:09:25 GMT-0000
Comments

Gergely 23 Jun 10 22:29 GMT-0000
Has the "future version" of the http://doc.tikiwiki.org/User+Preference+Field&structure=Documentation been implemented? I keep asking on irc how to set up setting the "Real name" user preference at registration time. The "Real name" and "realname" user pref. field params did not work for me.

Gergely 23 Jun 10 23:55 GMT-0000
http://dev.tikiwiki.org/tiki-view_tracker_item.php?itemId=3449
and updated

lucia d' being ? 30 Jun 10 17:01 GMT-0000
you have to use realName as option in the preference type field

blue7hand 25 Oct 14 19:38 GMT-0000
Would be great to have a field type 'avatar', in order to include avatar upload inside user tracker. :)

Torsten Fabricius 26 Oct 14 09:20 GMT-0000
Afaik you can upload pictures in trackers and freely name the pages. Aswell you have the function and field "Avatar" in the personal preferences.

As a user tracker is extending the personal preferences I do not understand the reason for adding a function Avatar twice.
<=>
Maybe there is a case or a necessity for another extended option to show personal preferences?

Tell us, for what setup / structure / showcase you need "Avatar" in "User Tracker", please - maybe that makes things a bit clearer.

Best regards,
Torsten
No attachments for this item

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item2403-User-trackers-User-Preference-Field-All-preferences-should-be-modifiable